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Abstract 

Simpson’s paradox is a relatively prevalent phenomenon in statistics that is characterized as the 

reversal of a relationship between two variables in each subgroup of a population when the 

population is partitioned, or the reversal of the relationship in the aggregated population when 

the subgroups of a population are combined. Herein, the following will be provided: a 

description of the appearance of Simpson’s paradox in data analysis, an analysis of data 

summarizing state motor vehicle occupant death rate by age and gender in 2012 that can produce 

varying degrees of the reversals in Simpson’s paradox, and the practical implications of 

Simpson’s paradox in society. By manipulating the size of subgroups within the population of 

data for the motor vehicle occupant death rate by age and gender in 2012 and changing the risk 

for car accident, the variables of average number of miles driven or average number of licensed 

drivers were able to produce a Simpsonian effect that was consistent between the aggregated and 

disaggregated data. This provides information about how the risk for car accident, along with 

vehicle insurance costs, varies among the different age and gender demographics.  

Keywords: Simpson’s paradox, statistics, reversals, motor vehicle occupant death rate 
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Introduction 

With the ongoing surge in data collection and the technological advancements made in 

computer power, statistical data analysis has become of widespread prevalence (Malinas & 

Bigelow, 2016). The discovery of strange, almost paradoxical statistical phenomena has occurred 

alongside this development. For example, a correlational relationship between two variables in a 

population may have its sign reversed when the population is disaggregated into subcategories, 

and the converse is also true- the correlation between variables in subpopulations may be 

reversed when the data is aggregated (Berman, DalleMule, Greene, & Lucker, 2012). Discovered 

by Karl Pearson and Udney Yule more than a century ago and described by Edward Simpson in 

the 1950s, this effect is regarded as the ‘Yule-Simpson Paradox’. While this reversal of 

inequalities is mathematically feasible, it is popularly viewed as paradoxical because it may 

conflict with intuition surrounding the context of the data (Pearl, 2013). The Yule-Simpson 

phenomenon appears frequently and challenges decision-making in a variety of sectors- 

healthcare, market principles of supply and demand, public policy- as it creates confusion 

whether to ascribe credibility to the trend in the combined population or the trend in the 

individual subpopulations when forming practical decisions.  

Well-Cited Example of Simpson’s Paradox 

Most notable is the appearance of the Yule-Simpson’s Paradox in a sexual discrimination 

lawsuit filed by women against the graduate study program fall 1973 admissions in University of 

California, Berkeley (Bickel, Hammel, & O'Connell, 1975). Throughout the university 

(aggregated data), male applicants had a higher acceptance rate- a statistically strong enough 

correlation for the female applicants to complain (Table 1). However, one important factor to be 
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considered was that application decisions are largely influenced by the department the applicant 

seeking entrance. This was compounded by the fact that men and women tend to apply to 

disparate departments.  

Table 1. Six Largest Departments in 1973 UC Berkeley Discrimination Lawsuit. 

 

These factors created a lurking variable in the sampling. More women were applying to 

harder departments- represented by low acceptance rates for both males and females but a higher 

number of female applicants in the harder departments- and more men were applying to easier 

departments- represented by high acceptance rates for both males and females but a higher 

number of male applicants in the easier departments (Bickel, Hammel, & O'Connell, 1975). 

Upon deeper investigation, therefore, women showed higher acceptance rates than men in each 

separate department (disaggregated data). As this observation was not a controlled experimental 

study, the sampling caused the statistics of the admissions to be susceptible to Simpson’s 

Paradox. Hence, this well-cited case illustrates that there are two conditions for Simpson’s 

Paradox to occur: 1. the variable being measured (e.g. acceptance) is influenced by a lurking 

variable (e.g. difficulty of admission into a department) and 2. subgroups (male vs. female 

applicants) have different sizes, weighting the results in different directions (Berman, DalleMule, 

Greene, & Lucker, 2012; Rogers, n.d.).  
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Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate by Age and Gender in 2012, Per State 

Here I present an analysis of the extent of the appearance of Simpson’s paradox in data 

summarizing the motor vehicle occupant death rate by age and gender in 2012 for each state 

("Motor Vehicle," 2016), an example novel from the commonly studied Simpson’s paradox 

examples in case-control clinical drug trials and litigation. Additionally, prior studies of 

Simpson’s paradox center on comparing the disaggregated and aggregated data, while this study 

centers on comparing aggregated data of equally sized groups and the aggregated data of 

differently-sized groups. Because there is natural human tendency to allot causation to statistical 

correlations, I will also provide possible explanations for both the original and transformed data 

presented herein. 

The original data is ‘normalized’ for each state, as there are constant denominators for 

each fraction that represent the data- rate of deaths by age or gender per 100,00 population for 

motor vehicle occupants killed in crashes. Because this represents the subpopulations as if they 

are of equal sizes, there is constancy between the trend in the pooled and disaggregated data, 

which countered the effects of skewing and avoided Simpson’s paradox (Malinas & Bigelow, 

2016). The following three examples can be seen as analogous to the UC Berkeley Case. When 

transforming the motor vehicle occupant death rate by age in 2012 for each state according to 

miles per driver, the number of miles ≈ number of applicants, age group ≈ gender, and motor 

vehicle occupant death rate ≈ acceptance. When transforming the motor vehicle occupant death 

rate by age in 2012 for each state according to licensed drivers, the number of licensed drivers ≈ 

number of applicants, age group ≈ gender, and motor vehicle occupant death rate ≈ acceptance. 

Lastly, when transforming the motor vehicle occupant death rate by gender in 2012 for each state 
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according to licensed drivers, the number of licensed drivers ≈ number of applicants, gender = 

gender, and motor vehicle occupant death rate ≈ acceptance.  

Age Group 

Aggregating equal-sized, nonbiased groups. 

In the normalized data, when the data per age group for every state was averaged, I found 

that the order in the age groups having the most car crash fatalities to the least was 21-34, 55+, 

35-54, and 0-20. A reasonable explanation for this trend is that there is heightened risk of car 

accident injury among young and older drivers. Young drivers may have more reckless driving 

habits and less driving experience, associated with their younger age, and therefore are at greater 

risk. Older drivers, face a higher risk for injury- chest injuries, medical complications- to result 

in a fatality, rather than an actual increased tendency to get into crashes  ("Older Drivers," n.d.).  

Aggregating differently-sized, biased groups according to miles driven. 

Next, the rate for each age group in every state was converted to a percentage by dividing 

by 100,000. I then examined the effect of a potential lurking variable by multiplying this 

percentage by the average annual miles per driver by age group ("Average Annual," 2016) to 

obtain the rate of of deaths by age per mile driven for motor vehicle occupants killed in crashes 

(Table 2). This also caused the subgroups- each age group- to be of different sizes. 

Table 2. Average Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States by Age Group (2012) and 

Miles Per Driver. 

 
Note. Each value represents an average of the original (provided) or transformed (using formula) data values 
obtained for each state. Alaska, Vermont, Delaware, District of Columbia, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and 
Hawaii were omitted due to missing data points. Original data: rate based on a 100,000 population. Transformed 
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data: rate based on 7,624 average annual miles per driver of 0-20; 15,098 average annual miles per driver of 21-34; 
15,291 average annual miles per driver of 35-54; 11,972 average annual miles per driver of 55+. 

 
When this transformed data per age group for every state was averaged, a reversal 

occurred. The order in the age groups from the most car crash fatalities to the least (in year-old) 

was 21-34, 35-54, 55+, and 0-20. This may be attributed to the fact that older (55+) and teenage 

(0-20) drivers do not drive as many miles potentially due to retirement or greater legal 

restrictions on driving, respectively, and therefore face a lower risk of accident. The reversal is 

consistent with the fact that 35-54 year-olds face more opportunity to be in a life-threatening car 

crash because they drive on average 15,291 miles per year, while 55+ year-olds drive on average 

11,972 miles per year. The reason 21-34 year olds may have still remained above 35-54 year olds 

despite driving fewer miles may be due to the aforementioned reasons of more reckless driving 

habits and less driving experience. 

Hence, by taking into account the lurking variable of discrepancies in the average annual 

miles per driver for different age groups and consequently creating differently sized subgroups, a 

Simpsonian effect was produced in the aggregate data. Pearl (2013) stated, “An action A that 

increases the probability of an event B in each subpopulation (of C) must also increase the 

probability of B in the population as a whole, provided that the action does not change the 

distribution of the subpopulations.” So, I also examined the transformed data at the 

disaggregated level to see whether the effects of the new parameter of average annual number of 

miles per driver (35-54 year-olds getting in more accidents than 55+ year-olds) held true between 
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the subpopulations and the whole population- despite the new parameter changing the 

distribution of the population. Thirty-one states had the 35-54 age group have more fatal car 

crashes than the 55+ age group, compared to just nine states before the transformation.  

Aggregating differently-sized, biased groups according to licensed drivers. 

Next, the rate for each age group in every state was converted to a percentage by dividing 

by 100,000 and then this was multiplied by the number of licensed drivers per age group- a 

different lurking variable- to obtain the rate of of deaths by age per licensed driver for motor 

vehicle occupants killed in crashes ("Licensed Drivers," 2016; Table 3). This also caused the 

subgroups- each age group- to be of different sizes. 

Table 3. Average Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States by Age Group (2012) and 

Licensed Drivers. 

 
Note. Each value represents an average of the original (provided) or transformed (using formula) data values 
obtained for each state. Alaska, Vermont, Delaware, District of Columbia, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and 
Hawaii were omitted due to missing data points. Original data: rate based on a 100,000 population. Transformed 
data: rate based on 9,743 licensed drivers of 0-20; 17,568 licensed drivers of 21-34; 19,544 licensed drivers of 
35-54; 7,143 licensed drivers of  55+. 

 
When this transformed data per age group for every state was averaged, a reversal similar 

to the one for transformation of the data based on average annual miles per driver by age group 

occurred. The order in the age groups from the most car crash fatalities to the least (in year-old) 
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was 21-34, 35-54, 55+, and 0-20. The basis for this parallels that of the transformation based on 

average annual miles per driver because similar to how 35-54 year olds drive more miles than 

55+ year olds, there are more licensed drivers of 35-54 (19,544 licensed drivers) than of 55+ 

(7,143 licensed drivers) and thus the 35-54 age group faces a higher potential for accident. A 

much lower proportion of 0-20 year-olds would be licensed drivers, due to legal restrictions. The 

reason 21-34 year olds may have yet again remained above 35-54 year olds despite fewer 

licensed drivers may, again, be due to more reckless driving habits and less driving experience.  

Thus, the lurking variable of differences in the number of licensed drivers for different 

age groups that fostered differently sized subgroups was able to instigate a Simpsonian effect in 

the aggregate data. At the disaggregated level, the consequences of the new parameter of 

licensed drivers per age group (35-54 year-olds getting in more accidents than 55+ year-olds) 

was consistent between the subpopulations and the whole population- despite the new parameter 

changing the distribution of the population. All forty-five of the states included in this analysis 

displayed the 35-54 age group having more fatal car crashes than the 55+ age group, compared 

to just eight states before the transformation. This was a more drastic change than the dataset for 

average annual miles per driver- possibly due to there being a 3,319-mile difference between the 

two age groups in the average annual miles per driver set compared to a 12,401-driver difference 

between the two age groups in the licensed drivers set. Therefore, it may be reasonable to 

conclude that the extent of the transformation in the disaggregated data may be proportional to 

the extent of the difference in the size of the subgroups.  
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Age distribution. 

Another factor to consider is whether the reversals witnessed may be related to the age 

distribution of the population. The 0-18 and 35-54 age groups constitute a higher percentage of 

state populations than the 26-34 and 55-64 age groups, a trend that is recurrent throughout all 

states ("Population Distribution," n.d.). 

In the original, normalized data based on 100,000 population, the 21-34 and 55+ age 

groups had higher accident rates, despite these groups constituting lesser percentages of the 

population than the 35-54 and 0-20 age groups. The driving habits and vulnerability to injury of 

these groups, respectively, likely contributed to this. In the data that was transformed to account 

for average annual miles per driver of each age group, there was a reversal and the 35-54 age 

group a higher accident rate than the 55+ age group. In this case, that the 35-54 age group is a 

higher percentage of the population (a difference of 13+3%) may confound with the fact that the 

35-54 age group drives on average more miles per year and has higher potential for accident. In 

the data that was transformed to account for average number of licensed drivers per age group, 

there was again a reversal and the 35-54 age group had a higher accident rate than the 55+ age 

group. The greater number of licensed drivers and correspondent higher potential for accident in 

the 35-54 age group may also confound with the comparatively higher percentage of the 

population being 35-54.  

Hence, the occurrence of a weak Simpsonian reversal may be linked not only to the 

potential for accident created by a greater number of miles driven or likelihood of being a 

licensed driver, but also the age spread of the population. This is further emphasized by the fact 
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that the majority of the states at the disaggregated level both demonstrated the Simpsonian 

reversal and have the same aforementioned age spread ("Population Distribution," n.d.). 

Gender 

Aggregating equal-sized, nonbiased groups. 

In the normalized data, when the data per gender for every state was averaged, I found 

that the rate of deaths per 100,000 population for motor vehicles occupants killed in crashes in a 

state was 11.35 for males and 5.85 for females. A reasonable explanation for this trend that 

males tend to get in more fatal accidents is that males usually drive more miles than women, 

involve themselves in more reckless driving practices, and are usually involved in more severe 

crashes ("Gender," n.d.). 

Aggregating differently-sized groups according to licensed drivers. 

Next, the rate for each gender in every state was converted to a percentage by dividing by 

100,000. I then examined the effect of a potential lurking variable by multiplying this percentage 

by the average number of licensed drivers per state by gender to obtain the rate of deaths per 

licensed driver for motor vehicle occupants killed in crashes for each gender ("Licensed 

Drivers," 2014; Table 4). This also naturally caused the subgroups- gender- to be of different 

sizes for each state. 

Table 4. Average Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States by Gender (2012). 

 
Note. Each value represents an average of the original (provided) or transformed (using formula) data values 
obtained for each state. Alaska, District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Rhode Island were omitted due to missing data 
points. Original data: rate based on a 100,000 population.Transformed data: rate based on number of male or female 
licensed drivers of the particular state (listed in Appendix). 
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When this transformed data per gender for every state was averaged, no reversals 

occurred. On average, there were 233.83 deaths per licensed driver for males and 115.42 deaths 

per licensed driver for females. This is likely due to the fact that male crashes outnumbered 

females’ in every state, which mitigated the statistical effect of there typically being typically 

more licensed female drivers per state and complementing the fact that dividing a ‘small’ number 

by a ’large’ number (female crashes per female licensed driver)  is certainly lower than a 

relatively large numerator divided by a smaller denominator (male crashes per male licensed 

driver). The strength of the association between being male and being involved in a fatal car 

crash is demonstrated by the constancy of the trend-  no reversal of the inequality between male 

and female fatal crashes in the original data was seen in any individual state at the disaggregated 

level of the transformed data. Additionally, the difference in the average licensed drivers per 

state between females and males was 402,744- not very drastic when taking into consideration 

that the size of the subgroups is in the millions. Therefore, the low extent of the difference in the 

size of the subgroups diminished the extent of the transformation in the disaggregated and 

aggregated data. Lastly, when acknowledging that the original data has a ratio of male-to-female 

motor vehicle occupant death rate of 11.35 to 5.85, this may be classified as a “weak” 

Simpsonian effect, defined by Ooi (2004) as a lowering of the correlational strength between two 

variables when the analysis is considered at a certain disaggregated level. 
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Conclusion 

In sum, Simpson’s paradox presents a worthy topic for research because of its appearance 

in numerous sectors and its consequences on decision-making. I have demonstrated that 

Simpson’s paradox can arise in varying degrees by manipulating the size of subgroups within the 

population of data for the motor vehicle occupant death rate by age and gender in 2012 in the 

United States. In all of the examples, the reversals of the relationship between subgroups, or lack 

thereof, from resizing the subgroups once taking into account a lurking variable were consistent 

between the aggregated and disaggregated transformed data. Practically, the general populace 

may want to use this information to learn about the risks of accident among the various age and 

gender demographics and concomitant disparities in accident or repair insurance costs. 

Detecting and/or remediating the influence of Simpson’s paradox is of utmost importance 

( Rogers, n.d.; Malinas & Bigelow, 2016). In a retrospective situation, one key method of 

avoiding the confusion created by Simpson’s paradox is identifying and adjusting for possible 

lurking variables in advance before arriving to conclusions or drawing causative associations 

between variables when presented with a data set. In a prospective situation of avoiding 

misconstruing data due to Simpson’s paradox, a well-designed, controlled experiment is 

encouraged in which possible lurking variables are eliminated, held constant and controlled for, 

or including them as part of the study. 

Many analyses of Simpson’s paradox have been confined to data sets of small sample 

size- such as clinical drug trials- and have been oriented towards the purpose of merely statistical 

learning. For further research, one may investigate the appearance of Simpson’s paradox in data 
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sets of much larger sample sizes, in order to draw conclusions more relevant to a greater 

population. 
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Appendix 

Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States by Age Group (2012)- Miles Per Driver. 
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Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States by Age Group (2012)- Licensed Drivers. 
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Male Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States (2012)- Licensed Drivers. 

Female Motor Vehicle Occupant Death Rate for All States (2012)- Licensed Drivers. 

 


